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much to say that in our territory work will be divided.
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Form.
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every one now keeping bees.
It is out whether you can afford to ds
a subject worth
without a silo longer.
By Tait Butler.
considering.
In this connection we might say,
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of
Department
ceptions only, an article un- poses in the production of this series
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der the above title, and deal- of articles and
while they have not circular on the two worst diseases
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de- with which the bee keeper has to paper two years, and it has helped
important agricultural problems has tailed information as we had hoped,
me from $30 a month to $70.
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contend—American
and
European
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one having trou- manager for a big rice, cotton and
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many letters and expressions of ap- ble with these diseases should
write corn plantation”—J. P. Parson, Lake
The one dominating idea of this se- proval which have
come to us, the
for a copy of this publication to the Providence, La.
ries of articles has been that the series was wise in its
conception, Division of Publications, Department
Southern
average
farmer
is
not timely in its development and has of
Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
earning enough—is not getting suf- been helpful in its execution.
ficient financial returns for his laThree Essential Problems.
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with the one just stated and furnishIn selecting the subjects which
Messrs. Editors: The silo furnishing the chief motive for the publica- should make up the series, we kept es a succulent feed all
winter, saves
tion of these articles, is that more constantly in mind the need of more the entire
corn plant, increases the
7, 8 or 9 Per Cent Guaranteed
must be earned by the average farm
money, for the betterment of farm milk flow, cheapens the ration and
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worker; that is, he must obtain life, and at all times have tried to keeps the animals in better
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before our rural sec- give some aid towards the solution
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and Gazette readers of character and standing
crop is lost under the present
comfortable
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farm
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fodder—this can
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be saved by the use of a silo.
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1. A more productive soil, secured
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equip satisfactory schools and estab- through drainage, the prevention of cows it will pay him to build a silo
large amounts taken.
lish such other rural institutions as washing, and the addition of humus and now is the
time to get ready.
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2. Increasing the efficiency and
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est achievement.
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It has been the purpose of this modern labor-saving implements.
3. The making of better rural
series of articles to point out a few
definite methods of better farming homes and schools, that those who
from which experience has conclu- till the soil may enjoy the same comsively proved better financial or forts and privileges and obtain the
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same preparation for their life work
practical results surely follow.
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agricultural problems, nor of trying
to exhaust any of the subjects discussed.
Moreover, no attempt has
been made to lay down "hard and
fast" ruleB, but to Btate facts and
principles which are unchangeable
and the same everywhere, differing
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ing conditions met with on the different farms.
No writer cnn tell any farmer how
to manage the details of his farming.
Only one man can know how to run
a farm and that is the man living on
it, hut the farmer can receive help
through acquiring a knowledge of
facts
the facts underlying and directing the best agricultural methods and practices.
The aim of this
series of articles has been to put
Into simple language the most important of those facts and principles,
which will be of assistance to the
Souhern farmer in doing better farm-

ing.
Some have not found in these articles the help they needed most, and
none
have found all they wanted.
Moreover some things have been discussed which all did not find appreciable to their conditions, but nothing has appeared in them which has
not been found practicable and profitable by actual trials in hundreds
•f cases and by successful farmers
working under the average general
farm conditions existing throughout
the South.
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3, Frank Moore, Winona, S. C.; 4,
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neglected industry,” says our correspondent, "but I can think of no
food product with greater chance of
The remedy Mr. Root
expansion.”
is
more
advertising by
proposes

a

Starkville, Miss.

Miss.
Alfred
Stewart,
Caledonia.
Honorable mention in this class is
also due John Seagle and Arthur
If Mr. Seagle
Haines, of Virginia.
had not won in another prize, he
would have been awarded fourth in

Our New York correspondent, Mr.
F. J. Hoot, writes us that at the
National nee Keepers’ Association
in Albany last month a movement
was started for an advertising campaign in behalf of a more general
Mr. Root estimates
use of honey.
that the average consumption of
honey in the United States is not
a pound
over three-fourths of
per
a very small
surely
year per capita,
amount when the healthfulness and
the palatability of this food are considered together with the large con“It is a
sumption of other sweets.
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Turning under velvet beans and making a perfect
in one operation at a Southern Experiment Station
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will plow any Southern soil from 8 to 16 inch
cut off roots and
bring them to the top, and } it
seed-bed. No other agricultural implement is.00**"
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soil,

increasing crops

“NVe tried deep plowing for corn, alfalfa and
cotton, and find wherever these machines have
been used the crops are better.
We believe
they are the plows for the South.”
Pinson s& CeiRtr,
Sept. 10, 1910.
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Machine at work in Southern soils, and over 30 p'"*
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